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The 1958 Nobel prize to Beadle and Tatum for proposing that each gene is responsible for
a distinct enzyme is now seen as both foundational to molecular biology and genetics,
albeit oversimplified. Some genes, for example, code for functional RNAs, while others
code for non-enzymatic proteins such as collagen. Yet enzymes remain fundamental to
life on earth, catalyzing at least 5000 biochemical reactions (so far identified). Enzymes
can increase reaction rates by huge factors, from millions of years to milliseconds per
event, so that, from meat tenderizer to washing powder, to muscle contraction, cargo
transport in the cell, ion pumps, infection and digestion, no molecular machine is more
fundamental to biological function than the enzyme.
How do they work? Fischer’s 1894 ‘lock and key’ model, establishing the enzyme and
substrate model, was improved by Koshland to include induced fit and molecular
recognition, and it has long been understood that enzymes lower the Gibbs free (acti-
vation) energy by stabilizing an intermediate state, providing an alternative reaction
pathway, or by destabilizing the substrate ground state, all of which can now be under-
stood in terms of an energy landscape. Michaelis and Menten first proposed the kinetics
for a two-step model for conversion of substrate to product. Allostery, feedback, inhi-
bitors (including drugs and poisons) and activators are all now known to be important in
enzyme regulation.
The prospect of imaging such molecular machines during their catalytic cycles by a
kind of atomic resolution X-ray molecular movie is brought a step closer in this issue in
the paper by Horrell et al. (2016). Their approach is based on a variant of ‘serial crys-
tallography’, a new approach to crystallography developed for X-ray lasers (Spence &
Doak, 2004; Shapiro et al., 2008; Chapman et al., 2011) and now increasingly popular at
synchrotrons (Nogly et al., 2015). There, a continuous stream of hydrated bioparticles,
such as protein nanocrystals, flows across the X-ray beam in single file but with random
orientations. Particle diffraction conditions and orientation are analyzed later by smart
algorithms. Horrell et al. soaked ‘large’ crystals (perhaps 100 000 times larger in volume
than the micrometre-sized crystals used at X-ray lasers) of recombinant copper nitrite
reductase in sodium nitrite for an hour at room temperature before transferring them to a
cryoprotectant and plunging into liquid nitrogen, to trap the structure of the room
temperature complex. At this stage the reaction does not proceed because no reducing
agent is present. The required electrons are provided by free radicals generated by the
very X-rays used to image the structure.
The authors then used the Diamond synchrotron fitted with a new fast shutterless
detector to obtain 45 low-dose Bragg diffraction datasets in 19 s each from the same
regions of the crystal extending to almost 1 A˚ resolution. This interval spans the catalytic
cycle of nitrite reduction, a vital process in agriculture and in the formation of the
greenhouse gas N2O.
Previous observations of radiation-induced reactions in protein crystallography
include those devoted to horseradish peroxidase (Berglund et al., 2002). Studies have also
shown that in many cases enzymes remain active in crystalline form. In all cases, one must
show that the effect of electron ionization by the weak X-ray beam induces the catalytic
reaction, rather than damaging the crystal. In this work, Horrell et al. find little reduction
in resolution during the collection of their low-dose ‘molecular movie’, in which the time-
resolved density maps do show conversion of substrate at a catalytic copper center from
nitrite to nitric oxide, suggesting (along with analysis of data collection statistics) that
they are seeing chemistry relevant to catalysis, not predominantly radiation damage.
Thus the new fast synchrotron detectors (soon to be combined with diffraction-limited
sources) may allow us to make movies of enzyme kinetics. The interpretation of these is
not straighforward, since from a crystal of reacting molecules
one reconstructs a spatially periodic average density map of
the sum of all stable intermediate states as a function of time,
representing the total kinetics, rather than the dynamics of
molecular transformations at the atomic scale. The latter occur
too rarely and rapidly to be imaged or even simulated on the
correct timescale. It remains to be seen if the often-cited
advantage of EXFELs to ‘outrun’ radiation damage, using
brief pulses instead of sample cooling, will allow imaging at the
physiological temperatures which provide the correct energy
for the reaction, and so provide a better approach, also based
on serial crystallography. Studies of enzyme dynamics have
been proposed at EXFELs (Schmidt, 2013; Wang et al., 2014)
and are now under way, while pump-probe studies of light-
sensitive proteins have recently provided ‘movies’ at near-
atomic resolution (Pande et al., 2016). Thus optogenetics may
offer a way forward for triggering these reactions, even in
enzymes (Moffat, 2014). If these methods can be used to assist
in modelling the atomistic mechanisms for enzymatic catalysis,
it may indeed be possible, using recombinant DNA, to develop
new enzymes with wanted properties, with huge implications
for pharmacology, drug treatment and food production,
among other fields of biochemistry.
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